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Phillip Parsons - Warringah Rugby Club President

President's Report

Dear club members, 

I need to start on a sad note... We lost several great Rats this year, Ronnie Davis, Billy Simpson and Lachlan Ward. All great 

contributors to this club.  They will be sadly missed but not forgotten as they remain Rats forever. WRC is now the club others

aspire to be, not just in Australia but all over the world. No other club has ever received so much media attention across 

multiple channels. Our gate numbers this season set new records with several Saturdays beating the Waratahs. WRC enjoys 

the largest viewing audiences on Channel Seven including both the local derbies. The Grand Final was the highest rating 

show on the day beating the Sydney Swans and Wallabies vs. All Blacks. Thank you to our club partners; special mention to 

the Bayfields and Crawfords for their ongoing support. I want to acknowledge all our key community partners including our 

sponsors, Hillbillies, FOW, and the 100 club. They have all invested in our club in 2017 and will do so in the years to come. 

That investment is deeply appreciated and I want to thank Northern Beaches Council, with a special mention to Mark 

Ferguson, Ben Taylor, Damien Ham and Allison Cooper. Without our fantastic facilities we couldn’t serve our Rugby 

community the way in which we do.  

Key Points for 2017: 

1. WRC won the Nick Farr Jones Spirit of Rugby award, presented 

at the John Eales medal 

2. We raised over $40,000 for charity, we have grown our 

community engagement by over 40%, with even bigger and better 

events in 2017. 

3. Emily Robinson has stepped into a fulltime Northern Beaches 

Rugby Development role that we are co funding with NSWRU. 

4. Northern Beach’s rugby hub with NSWRU 

5. Club rugby tour to Chile to play and support local communities. 

On the field, we won the Noddy Sawtell Cup, Grant Andrews Shield, 

Mounties Cup, George Smith Cup and the Bayfield Shield. 

We are also: 1. Shute Shield – 1st Grade competition premiers 2. 

Jack Scott Cup – Women’s competition premiers 3. Henderson 

Shield  - 3rd Grade competition premiers 4. Coach of the year was 

awarded to Darren Coleman 5. Australia’s most successful men’s 

and women’s 7s teams 

6. Next year we host the National Club championship at Rat park 

(against the winners of the Queensland Competition) it will be live on

Foxtel. 

All of this has been achieved standing on the shoulders of the many 

that have gone before us and those that support the club in many 

ways today. This year your board remained firmly focused on the 

business of Rugby with over 50 meetings throughout the year to 

ensure the commercial and strategic positioning of the Club stayed 

on track. We kept to our budget and we stayed financially viable. In 

2017 we created wonderful memories and legacies but also through 

adversity we were reminded that we are a family and this is our 

community. 



Stephen Rubie - Club Treasuer

Treasurer's Report

Dear club members, 

Please see enclosed the 2017 financial statements for the Warringah Rugby Club. I would like to thank Luke Holmes for all 

his work in administering the club and I have very much enjoyed working with him to deliver this solid financial position. Also

thanks to our bookkeeper Judy Thomas who has managed our financial affairs throughout 2017, as always we appreciate 

her assistance in pulling together the yearly statements We have had a fabulous year on and off the field in 2017 with the on

field performance translating into higher home game patronage and Food & Beveridge revenue. The additional home games

through the finals series have made a significant positive impact on our performance. The local derby accounts for 

approximately 12% of our total annual revenue and this year we were fortunate to have 2 of them. Even without the addition 

of the home finals series the club has continued to establish a sound financial platform and diligent operating basis. As 

previously reported our finances are structured across the 4 main operating areas of the club.   

 • Administration (fixed costs) 

 • Club Operations (variable costs) 

 • Rugby Expenses ( Players Coaching and team on the field costs) 

 • Game day (P & L items associated with operating food & beverage) 

The clubs admin cost base has been essentially flat over the 

operating period and we continue to rely on our fixed revenue 

sources of sponsorship to cover these fixed costs and allow us to 

grow our full time rugby development commitments. We once again 

thank our tremendous sponsors who underwrite our clubs operation 

particularly during the off season. We continue to refine the reporting 

and management of our variable and game day expenses to 

optimise the efficiency of our activities in these areas. Our cost line 

continues to grow to support our objectives of player development 

and community engagement with the support of Friends of 

Warringah we have continued to refresh the gym equipment and our 

website. The investment in people has been significant through 2017

with the General Manager, Head Coach, Physio and now the 

Development officer all sharing space in our administration  office. In 

the interests of being easier to do business with the club now 

accepts regular electronic transactions via the web portal or 

EFTPOS machines. We have established a consistent budget 

process and the budget adopted for 2018 is conservative against the 

exceptional performance of season 2017. Our commitment to; our 

juniors, schools program, 7’s program, representative Rats, 

developing our staff and players, charities and community 

engagement program all remain a key focus of our support. Once 

again we couldn’t put successful rugby teams on the paddock if it 

wasn’t for the commitment of all our stakeholders, sponsors, players,

members, Friends of Warringah and volunteers. We are always 

grateful for their support. Reflecting on last year’s report my 

comments at that time were that 'we had the financial platform to 

underpin our aspirations of excellence'. Having achieved some of 

those goals in 2017, we are in a financial position to reset the goals 

and go again for season 2018.  Go the Rats!



Luke Holmes - General Manager

General Manager's Report

Community Report

I'm still pinching myself that we've got three premiership teams this season and that as a club, we are stronger and more 

determined than ever before. As the GM, a lot of my focus this year has been around the health and welfare of our club. To 

say 'it's been quite a year' is nothing but an understatement. We've navigated uncharted waters and of all the fractured 

hearts oscillating in chaos, the fact that ours could collectively break together as we said goodbye to some of our most 

treasured loved ones, has really left an indelible impression not to mention a huge hole. Amidst deep tragedy and pain, 

we've found and experienced some of our greatest moments and dare I say, it's really exposed the fabric of who we really 

are.That kinda sums up this (rugby) year for me. Yes, the success on the field has been outstanding, the growth and 

development off the field has been completely mind blowing. We've had packed crowds (the biggest in the comp!) at home 

games, we've had requests locally and internationally for sports administrators and the like to come and volunteer, intern 

and/or merely watch and learn, we've had record breaking media and press and a resounding interest from local community 

bodies to jump on board and be a part of the action, but for me? Our biggest "trophy", our wildest accomplishment and our 

deepest pride is that we've fallen forward together, as one and as a family- and there's nothing, absolutely nothing, more 

important than family. 

Whilst the 2017 season may be over, our community engagement and support is an all-year round focus that we 

passionately keep chipping away at. This year so far we’ve raised more money for charity not to mention have spent 

countless hours sowing into the likes of sporting programs, school sports initiatives, community needs and breaking new 

ground in girls rugby. 

Fortunately for us, it’s these endeavours alongside a thriving and successful cohort of players who’ve performed well this 

year, that have somewhat captured the hearts and the adoration of young and old alike within the community. They’re not 

looking up to the Super Rugby stars so much, but rather their local heroes who’ve shown them what hard work, discipline 

and team spirit can achieve. 

This year we’ve been busy. Here’s just a snapshot of what our players and members have been up to: 

–            Running rugby programs at both Wakehurst Primary School and Pittwater House on a week-to-week basis, which 

has proved to be a valuable and worthwhile cause. 

–            The Warringah Rugby Club has taken on dual funding of a Northern Beaches based development officer. Emily 

Robinson will lead this as we ensure all juniors get the opportunity to learn and grow at playing rugby. Emily has just 

returned from the Womens Rugby World Cup, but she won’t be wasting anytime as she will head straight into our local 

schools and lead Warringah initiative in growing rugby across the beaches. 



Sponsorship Report
Our Sponsors are the lifeblood of our Club and are a huge reason we are able to conduct the community engagement we 

have at such a deep and intricate level. Their funding, which has grown 30% since last year has allowed us to co-fund a 

development officer - which I know has already been mentioned however, we are the only Club in Australia who are doing 

this. The sponsor's investments have also allowed us to grow grass roots rugby, women's rugby and heighten the bar of 

what experience we can create for our supporters on game days. Many are looking to us to emulate the footprint we've 

created for club rugby and it's all been made possible through the commitment and loyalty of our 50 sponsors.  

General Manager Report Continued

–           The Warringah Rugby Charity Lunch hosted by The 

Newport was a resounding success. Just under 160 sponsors 

and community folk attended. The lovely Erin Molan once 

again MC’d the lunch which was a treat and the event itself is 

fast becoming quite the annual event everyone looks forward 

to. We were blessed with beautiful weather once again and a 

captive, generous audience who faithfully dug deep once 

again to give to causes much in need. This years’ beneficiaries

included Bear Cottage, Man Up , Mums for Mums Newport 

and Gotcha for Life. 

–           We started the “Dalton Green Cup”; a wonderful 

initiative for young girls wanting to play Rugby. It attracted a 

bunch of new recruits whose new found passion and love for 

Rugby will see them continue in the game 

–           We’ve had a lot of our grade stars aligning with village 

clubs to help out at training, gala days, presentations and 

events. What’s been a tremendous testament to our 

commitment in this area is the amount of players who’ve 

pursued involvement in these village clubs without being 

asked or expected to. This tells me ‘community’ is well and 

alive within our Club. 

Getting amongst the action and giving back is fundamental to 

our success and ongoing plan to improve the Club. Yes, we’ve 

had a lot of success on the field this year, but we want to be a 

Club that is always going forward, lifting the bar, always 

getting better and never getting stagnant.  Striving to improve 

and go beyond expectations is one of the keys to ensure we’re 

not settling. Being focused on how we can give back is one of 

the many things we’re committed to doing. 

Here's to a huge 2018 where we back up, keep growing and 

creating more memorable experiences with each other, for our 

sponsors and supporters and get Rugby back on the map 

where it should be. 



Ryan Trbojevich - Tour Leader

Chile Tour Report

January saw the club undertake the biggest and most comprehensive tour to date taking a total of 32 players and support 

staff to South America, a destination visited briefly before in 1989. It’s the latest destination visited under the ‘books and 

boots’ tour guise following other successful trips to Kenya, Cuba and Sri Lanka. The tour charter laid out by Phil Parsons 

and Pete Hammond is open to all and is based on the 3 principals of; 

1. Touring to non traditional rugby nations developing our own skills, spreading the game and sampling what they have to 

offer. 

 2. Self development by giving our time to the local community wherever it is needed, just like at home. 

 3. Travel to new places, working hard as a team in organising the trip, and ultimately experiencing the ups and downs 

with our best mates. 

Our first week was spent in the Bio Bio region of Chile about 5 hrs South of Santiago de Chile in the capital of the 

Provence called Chillan. The first day was started with an official engagement at the Town Hall meeting the Mayor, who 

doubles up as the country’s FIFA delegate, so his warm attitude to Rugby Union was certainly a surprise. The Ratettes 

team then spent the remainder of the day in a small town called Bulnes with the local ladies side performing Rugby clinics 

and spending time at a children’s home entertaining them with some very ordinary Zumba performances. The Rats 

meanwhile held age group clinics at the university of Bio Bio throughout a very long and hot day. This also included an 

impromptu seminar at one of the lecture theatres in which Mike Sheeran, Ben Bidencope and Tour Captain Dave 

Feltscheer answered questions from the crowd on all aspects of Rugby from training, nutrition and even how to deal with 

internal club politics!! 

It was at this junction we began to understand how passionate and 

aspirational they are about the game. The long day culminated in the

Rats training with Pangue RC, the team we were to play in the 

following days. This wrapped up close to midnight and they insisted 

on taking us out afterwards for a BBQ dinner... We now fully 

understood the necessity of a siesta! Our community work was done 

at the Maria Ayuda home in Chillan, an orphanage and place for 

youths from disaffected backgrounds. Adam Bate, Hamish Finch and

Tim Poynting used their individual trade backgrounds spending a 

couple of days preparing by meeting with the centre manager, 

getting the scope of work, planning the works as well as purchasing 

all the necessary equipment. This was done with the help of Ignacio 

Molina, a player from Chillan who spent the off season with us at 

Warringah. In short the entire house had a makeover to make Scotty 

Cam jealous! The 3 team leaders had everyone in different groups 

working on separate projects around the house. The entire house 

was painted and landscaped, a veggie garden was created, 

cupboards repaired and made (in some cases) and the big fish was 

a new pool purchased and installed.

Continued next page



The kids loved getting involved and having some weird Aussies come 

into their lives for a day and do some stuff! This was the first time we 

have undertaken this scale of work without the assistance of a 

registered charity or someone who has pre planned all the work. It 

was a monumental achievement by the touring party and something 

we all knew was making a direct impact. Well done to everyone and 

I’m still incredibly proud of what was achieved.  

The games of Rugby in Chillan went the way of the visitors for both 

the mens and ladies teams but that didn’t stop the locals from having 

a great day and showcasing what Rugby can be. 

 A short 3 day rest in the beautiful port town of Valparaiso was had 

before heading back to Santiago where more clinics were held 

leading up to the main Rugby match against premier club side Santo 

Tomas. It was a tough encounter played at the National Rugby 

ground high above the city in the Andes foothills. The haze which 

slightly obscured our view from the ground was due to the country 

being ravaged by bushfires, the worst in a century. A moments 

silence was had before kickoff in respect and remembrance of those 

affected. This was the idea of the Rats and the Australian 

Ambassador was very much behind the sentiment and gladly 

arranged this on the spot. Drew Dainer from the Australian consulate 

was a huge help throughout the entire tour and was so close to 

playing the game with us. Unfortunately old injuries prevented him 

from taking the field. Before the main game the Rattettes played a 

round robin with Chile A and Chile B, both very tough games in very 

hot conditions coming out on top in both fixtures. The crowd were on 

their feet at times with the physicality and skill of the games and were 

met with a standing ovation at the conclusion. 

  

The Chileans although coming off second best in all games decided 

that they must show us the best nightspots in Santiago, a request no 

traveller can turn down and particularly since a lot of those people 

had become good friends to us throughout the tour. 

 Upon reflection of the trip, it was personally the best experience I’ve 

had with WRC tours. We’ve certainly raised the bar to a new height. 

The calibre of person on the trip was outstanding, everyone checked 

their egos at the airport and certainly rolled their sleeves up on the 

trip. Out of the 29 players on the tour, 18 went on to be on the field 

winning a premiership this season for the club. It’s no surprise in my 

mind as these tours have a way of displaying a different side to why 

we play for the green and white jersey! 

 Many many thanks to Lilin Tay for all her hard work negotiating fees 

and fares late in the night for so many months prior to the trip. Hamish

Finch and Pierce Howell for all their hard work pre tour, as well as 

Mike Sheeran and Erin Morton for their leadership on the ground.   

One helluva tour!!  

Tour Report continued



FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS 

2015 - 1,986 
2016 - 2,481 
2017 - 3,952 

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS 

2015 - 1,200 
2016 - 2,101 
2017 - 3,637

WRC Head Office

WRC Social Media

TWITTER FOLLOWERS 

2015 - 1,551 
2016 - 1,744 
2017 - 2009



Mark Holmes - Sevens Manager

Sevens Report

The 2017 7’s circuit was both demanding and rewarding.  A squad of 26 players started training mid November 2016 

preparing for the tournaments in February.  The playing conditions ranged from a blistering 42+ degrees in Hamilton, to a 

very overcast,  cool and windy 18 degrees at Kiama.  At Hamilton, two mens and one women’s team represented.  Lake 

Macquarie and Kiama were represented by one mens and ladies team. The men were expertly coached by Greg Marr, 

 assisted by Darren Coleman, winning two of the three tournaments, only to be just beaten in the Hamilton final.  Peter 

Hammond skillfully guided the women to three finals wins from three starts.  As a result of our accumulated wins both the 

men and women were ranked  No. 1 Sevens squad for the second year in a row. 

This would not happen without our sponsors who have enabled us to go about our business with complete 

professionalism, far above any of our opposition. The squads could not perform to these elite standards without the small 

army of helpers who feed, hydrate and keep sugar levels up.  Thank you so much. 

TOURNAMENTS: 

Hamilton: Mens Final lost to Fiji Endeavour 26-14 Womens Final won against Hunter 

Lake Macquarie: Mens Final vs Cannonball Warriors Fiji won 19-5 Womens Final won against UQ 

Kiama: Mens Final vs Manly won 17-0 Womens Final won vs Qld Uni 

A special mention must go to Kerrie Holmes. Kerrie for the past three years has done so much work ensuring the travel 

requirements and game day is all looked after and that our players receive the best we can offer. 

2017 Australian Sevens Representatives and wider training Squad Members: 

- Boyd Killingworth                  - Daniel Martine 

- Michael Adams                     - Sebastian Wileman 

- Tom Connor                           



Lindsay Gordan - Volunteers Manager

Volunteers  
Rat Pack Report

While volunteer numbers only slightly diminished from previous year, the core of the volunteers remained steadfast. The

period at beginning of season proved to be challenging as job allocation varied widely with the inclusion of paid workers in 

some of our traditional roles and those volunteers had to be moved around to unfamiliar areas to work in. We as a group 

overcame that with a little bit of organisation and slowly introduced all the volunteers to the various roles. That gave us the 

ability to allocate the volunteers after mid-season to where they were needed without putting them under strain of not 

knowing what to do.   

We believe this gave them some variety which they all appreciated. Moving forward for next season we would like to build 

up the numbers a little to help the club to reduce their paid workers further, and to increase the quality of experience for the

supporters of the game/club. The stats for the Rat Pack Rounds 1-16; Total recorded hours 196; average of 8 volunteers a 

game; average 17 kilo of sausages cooked per game; average of 8 Kilo of bacon cooked per game; average of 40 eggs 

fried per game; somewhere around 140 cars parked on average a week; assistance with the gate & merchandise sales.   

Semi Finals: Total record hours 72, with an average of 13 volunteers (with the help of the Rattetes) 20 kilo of sausages 

cooked; 10 kilo of bacon cooked; 48 eggs fried. Around 600 car parked each game. Above represents a saving to the club 

for paid workers @ $15.00 an hour of around $4,000.00. 

Rays Games: Total recorded hours 40, average of 5 volunteers.  

A great effort of giving back to our local community club.



Phil Jackson - Welfare Director

Welfare Report

The scope of welfare has a club wide focus and responsibility. Whilst the playing group are the major group in focus our 

responsibilities extend to volunteers and families. Within the playing group needs will vary and particular needs arise with 

new out of town or interstate players. 

Welfare for the playing group applies, but is not limited to, the following areas:

• Squad & team • Accommodation • Work & education • Social • Mental health wellbeing. 

In my role as Welfare Director I look to enhance and strengthen the support structures already in place at the club. This 

season has been a tremendous challenge but out of this there have been amazing achievements on and off the field. Out 

of adversity the club has achieved three premierships and risen to be stronger and closer than ever before. For next 

season we look to enhance our welfare support at the club further. 

This will include: • Appointment of a welfare officer for Colts • A pre-season club briefing from Lifeline on mental health 

wellbeing and looking out for one another. • A Chaplaincy framework of support across the club.  

If together we can support each other and buy into the new initiatives, the club will be strengthened further for the new 

season. Go the Rats! 



Darren Coleman - WRC Head Coach

1st Grade Report

Obviously 2017 was a memorable season for all involved. The scenes of 5pm, August 26 from North Sydney Oval can only

be topped by the internal emotions & feeling of sheer elation and satisfaction from the players, staff, board & supporters. 

 There weren’t too many dry eyes in the stadium. We started the season with a catch cry of “53”. 53 years of the clubs

existence had it yet to win the major premiership of the Sydney / NSW Rugby Union. We gathered the initial of “LW” as a 

further motivating symbol  along the way and although much has been said and written of the passing of our mate Lachie 

Ward, I will once again highlight the courage and bravery showed by the Ward family and in particular Sam, our spiritual 

captain. It was something I will remember, admire and respect for the rest of my life. One of the points we spoke of as a 

team by the time we arrived at the “big dance” was the amount of “big” games we had played along the way. Big - in the 

sense of occasion & pressure, Big - in importance to the ladder or survival and Big - in terms of crowd. The Rats faithful are

the best supporter group in the Shute Shield and the envy of other teams in the League, We regularly play in front of 

multiples of thousands while some others in front of multiples of tens. The first “big” game was Round 1 @ home v last 

year’s defending premiers, Norths as the TV game of week. We went down to a kick after the bell and although hurtful at 

the time was all part of the process which led to us eventually beating the same team a remaining 2 times and taking the 

title from them at their home patch. The first half of the season we poked along, always within the top 6 but never rating 

anyone’s mention as a genuine premiership threat. We had some good performances including wins v Souths (R6) and 

although lower ranked teams Gordon (R2) & Parramatta (R8) we played at a pass mark level. We copped our share of 

humble pie in this first 9 rounds too, including being overwhelmed at home v The Woods in Rd 4 & Rd 7 v Uni away we

were run down from behind, we also scratched out a last minute draw v Easts in Rd 9. All in all we showed glimpses but in 

mine and many others opinion never thought we had the DNA at this stage to be there at the end. This all turned in our Rd 

10 “big” derby v Manly at Manly, it was the game at which time the team began to believe. Most importantly we defended 

like a championship team holding out a previously undefeated Marlins on their home field. Our attack was still a little 

inconsistent but we defended with toughness. Lachie passed away tragically the following week v Randwick, this game was

ultimately declared a draw later. From here the group combined the steely resolve it found v Manly with a genuine purpose 

and from this point our season continued its upward curve. 



We were scratchy after a break at home in the LW tribute game vs Penrith but then clicked to beat a very strong Super 

Rugby filled Randwick at a full Coogee and moved to 2nd on the ladder and we became the real deal. We went on to tear 

Easts and Sydney Uni apart the next two weeks at home and things were flying. We hadn’t tasted defeat in over 2 months. 

Again humble pie was served up on two consecutive weeks and although not planned for, it was a good realisation that this 

was the tightest field in a Shute Shield in a long time and we had some aspects of our game to still improve on under 

pressure. We lost to Manly at home in another massive derby all the while increasing our big match experience and Souths 

away in consecutive weeks, both opposition were top 3 and genuine premiership chances. Round 18 needing to beat 

Norths at Norths was the mission and to lock in a top 3 spot and home semi.  Rat Park was a fortress and we wanted to be 

playing our first week of playoffs there. We played very well that day in what turned out to be a dressed rehearsal for the GF

and secured the home semi and had momentum going into the finals. Week 1 of playoffs v Randwick at home, they were 

no match – we dominated them in every aspect securing a 50 plus point victory. We then rolled onto the biggest derby in 

history at Rat Park where it looked as though Manly were losing momentum. The winner had their spot in the big day and it 

was a magic day of Rugby. All roads lead to North Sydney Oval for August 26. The Grand final was epic, if you want to win 

a competition I like the idea of winning a genuine battle and it was exactly that, the lead changed hand numerous times, 

The rest is history as they say. I must thank the many people who made this happen and all possible and everyone who 

contributed in their own special and unique way. The WRC Board and sponsors started everything, Luke Holmes as GM, 

the expertise and passion of the coaching group in particular Damien “Turtle” Cummins, Ed Doyle & Justin Purll, all were 

immense and well supported by the other coaches in the club who enabled the flagship team to achieve what it did. Head 

1st Grade Manager Dicky Harris, who is a special human and provided a good sounding board, positive reinforcement and 

balance for all involved. His assistant Damien Schaffer but also all the team managers at our great club who give their time 

selflessly to ensure everything was covered on game day and training nights. The skill and knowledge of our Performance 

Staff, Strength & Conditioning led by Dan Tilley, Doctor Tom Harwood and Head Physiotherapist Francesca Faulkner  were 

second to none. The fact we had 29 of our top 30 players available for the big day was a testament to their expertise. The 

guys at the pointy end of the Friends of Warringah (Brendan Paddison and Stephen Doyle) showed us how well the club 

was supported and the team meant to its people of the Northern Beaches. The players were an outstanding bunch of young

men, all at differing stages of their Rugby careers and off-field lives but gelled as brothers, worked incredibly hard and 

played with a spirit and passion you rarely get to witness in sport. The elected 4 man leadership group of Captain Hamish 

Angus, Vice-Captain Sam Ward, Luke Holmes and Dave Felstcheer, were exactly that – leaders and a pleasure to work 

with. I must not get through this report without thanking not only my beautiful wife Paula, but all the partners of the players 

who give up a lot. To only be home to put my children to bed 2 nights per week is one of the major sacrifices that families 

make to be a part of a Shute shield 1st Grade team. Thank you to all that followed and contributed to our journey as I said 

providing great joy and satisfaction to thousands. I and the team hope you’ll be there with us again in 2018 as we work 

even harder to go “back to back” Sincerely, DC.

1st Grade Report contiuned 



Dan Brown - 2nd Grade Head Coach

2nd Grade Report 

The future of the Rats is in good hands when reflecting back on the 2017 season for the 2nd grade Rats squad. Although 

falling short of our ultimate goal of winning the premiership there were still many highlights both individually and as a 

squad. This year’s group was mostly a young squad, with a few old heads to assist.  When it clicked the squad showed 

the talent they possessed, including comprehensive victories over Eastwood and Southern Districts at home and a gutsy 

victory at Sydney Uni, just to name a few. The 2nd grade competition was a tough fought competition with the table being 

extremely tight and with some tough losses where we failed to finish teams off or allowed other teams to get good starts 

we finished in 5th position just 2 wins off top spot showing the closeness of the competition. We came into the finals with 

confidence but came up against a red hot Syd Uni team that we put under pressure but couldn’t get the win. Although 

extremely disappointed not to be playing for the premiership, a sign of this team’s commitment to the club was shown by 

every member of the squad continuing to turn up to training over the following weeks to assist and support the first grade

squad who would ultimately went on and win the premiership. I know this was greatly appreciated. 

Congratulations to our Best and Fairest player Jerry Lemalu and also to the clubs Rookie of the Year, Andrew Davies who 

both had outstanding seasons and big futures ahead of them. I would like to thank my co coaches Manny and Dan Geurs 

for the support and effort they put in throughout the season. I know all members of the squad greatly appreciate it. To our 

wonderful manager Mike Sheeran - thank you. It is people like you that make the Rats the unique, special club it is. To all 

of the other volunteers that continue to turn up and help, thank you. To the medical staff - without you our club doesn’t run,

thank you. To our families that continue to support all of us we really appreciate it so much. 

To our incredible General Manager Luke Holmes, I would like to personally thank you for your effort and commitment to 

the club. Special mention must go to you for making my family and I so welcome here. Again it is people like yourself that 

make this place the unique and amazing place it is. Finally a special thank you to the first grade coaching and 

Management group - Darren Coleman, Damien Cummins, Justin Purll , Ed Doyle, Dick Harris and Jason Grier; it has been

a pleasure to work with all of you throughout the season and we can all be extremely proud of what we achieved.



Adam Donkin - 3rd Grade Head Coach

3rd Grade

This year 3rd grade was led by Captain Jack Slack-Smith, vice captain Louis Anderson.  What a season we had, with 

some highs and some lows but I think this brought us all together. 

The year started out with a good pre-season trip to Orange where the whole lower grade formed a really good feel for the 

playing group and kick started us into round 1 with a good win to get the ball rolling. After the first 5 rounds, we only lost 1 

game. Through the middle part of the season we had ourselves sitting well at the top of the ladder and after the full 1st 

round of the comp we were 11 wins and 2 losses  with those 2 losses only by 7 points or less. With a fair few changes

week to week, I don’t think we had the same side for 2 weeks the whole year, and using 35 players all up for the year. 

One big thing for the year was beating Sydney Uni in both games since they were the ones that had beaten the side in last

years' Grand Final. Coming into the finals and only just missing out from being minor premiers by 1 point the boys knew 

they had something special building and made a call that there were not 15 of them on the field but 16, which I think lifted 

them to another level.   

Our last 3 games were our best of the season, with the Grand Final vs Manly our best all season. To produce that, is pretty

special and made the season even sweeter. Finishing the season with 17 wins, 3 losses and 1 draw. Not a bad effort from 

them. Special mention must go to some of the guys from 4s and 5s that turned up every week to training and filled in for 

guys that couldn’t train because of work commitments or injured, so thank you. Our managers Nigel Wagstaff and Mike 

Sheeran: the work you do that no one sees, thank you so much. JK, Murray Hopper and Turbo, cheers guys, it was a bit 

rocky at the start but we got it working quickly and I had a great time working with you. 

3rd Grade  PREMIERS - GO RATS



John Kelly - 4th Grade Head Coach

4th & 5th Grade

Firstly I wish to highlight that group of players who turned up each week and trained hard, supported their teammates and 

unfortunately received limited game time over the season.  Your enthusiasm was infectious and your grace despite the 

disappointment, was a credit to each of you.  Guys like Tom Condon, Mitch Jones, Junior, Lachie Grant, Cam Milling, 

Thibaut, Brad Williams, Cael Carmont, Owen Chun, Dallas, Caleb, Joe Taleqa and Connor Milham. That’s a pretty fair slab

of talent who pushed the others to achieve higher each week. 

Secondly how good were our management crew this season! Mike, Nigel and John thank you so very much for your 

organisation, your intelligent chat, and your empathy towards the players and coaches. It was a privilege to have you all on

board and assist the coaches.Turbo you were fantastic.You jumped in to help me coach under tragic circumstances and 

your knowledge of the game and love of the Rats shone through to all the players. You have made a real difference mate. 

My third ‘coach’ Benny Benson; team captain, line-out thrower extraordinaire, try thief at the back of the maul, and no-

nonsense individual. Thanks Benny. 

To the third grade coaching staff of Donks and Murray; well done on winning the comp. Scotty Reid your advocacy and 

support for the lower grades was tremendous. To all the third grade players for your unstinting upbeat nature and 

togetherness which carried you through the year. Lastly to all my players for your drive and determination to be better each

week, your unfailing commitment to each other and your ability to endure and grow as men over a season in which you 

were faced with many challenges. Wheats was again our B&F.  His toughness and refusal to ‘go down’ with injury and 

continue to battle for higher grade game time is a lesson to other players with more talent but poorer attitude. Tom Donnan 

was a revelation; unsurpassed line-out skill, dogged determination, and low alcohol tolerance. Scogs you magnificent 

bastard you. Great reward for high level consistent performances. Presto and Harty for stepping up off the bench and 

really adding hugely to the team performances. Finchy as reliable as ever. What a complete club man this guy is. Jordan 

Reid; how lucky we were to have a guy with your size and talent playing in fours. I’m glad you got on the pitch in the GF. 

Bryce Renneman; a breakout year. Your attitude and thirst for knowledge was excellent.  Ditto brother Jake. You stepped 

up this year and your ability to play different positions was invaluable. Big, bad Del; your desire and take no prisoners 

approach rubs off on the younger guys. Blackie thanks for returning and making a huge contribution with your level head 

and experience in tough situations. Norrish-I hope that getting back on the field has fired you up to have a big season in 

2018. Petey Barratt, we missed you brother when the lure of Europe took you away. Matt Wedlake is simply a powerhouse 

in attack and defence.  Adam Bate; glad we were able to ease you back into rugby and prepare you for thirds glory!



Our backline was fortunate to have been served with three really talented no.9’s; Lachie Grant, the mercurial Tom 

McGain, who then became a revelation at 15, and Pat Curtin who was an absolute try scoring machine and powerhouse 

across the field. Ethan Borula for your skill and knowledge, not to mention humour, Jordie Meredith who has talent to 

burn and a deep understanding of the game, Sean Davies; ‘the Mechanic’, who’s wonderful attitude and nature are 

infectious, Mambo; what a personality and what a thirst for knowledge he has. Gez played more direct but still had the 

ability to dazzle and contribute wholeheartedly to the team. Bill Simpson who I have always had a lot of time for given his

commitment to run hard and put his body on the line. Morgan Wagoner; so talented and willing to step-up and lead in a 

new environment. Benji Marshall as usual gave everything on the field and it was a pity injury cruelled your season. Mac 

you crazy little bugger, who plays every game above his weight. Matt Considine was simply terrific for us this season 

and we missed you during the finals mate. Jake Vale for your versatility and positive response under tough conditions 

over the season. MJ your enthusiasm, attitude and understanding exemplifies a team player. Mike Dalton, when not at 

music festivals, made a massive difference to our team on and off the field.   

There were wonderful cameos across the season from Nathan Daly, Pat Beck, Will Sheehan, Matt Arnold, Oliver 

Nutbeen and Jackson Stariha.  Each of you made a difference to our season guys. Lastly Lachie Ward. I am still filled 

with sadness and disbelief Lachie. I tear up occasionally thinking of you mate. 

You are all worthy of acknowledgement given the season you have had.  Special thanks to Jacko and Gez for your off 

field endeavours.  The trip to Orange especially made our season even more memorable. All future seasons should 

involve a trip to the bush to bring the lower grade group closer together in such a way.  

 

4th & 5th Grade Report contiuned 



Wayne Condon - Colts Director & Simon Kacimaiwai - Head Coach

Warringah Colts Report

• 2017 was another improved performance by our Colts. All teams were very competitive against every club with 2 

reaching the finals. That said the program did not reach its potential and a full strategic review has been completed. The

outcomes of which are fully into the planning stage at time of writing this report. 

 • We are very pleased to have retained Simon Kacimaiwai as head coach for the 2018 season. Below is his overview 

of 2017 

 • Recruitment committee has been appointed and first information night on the 7th of September was a great start to 

our 2018 plans 

 • Andrew Kemp will take on a new role as Colts welfare officer. I congratulate and thank him for his continued support 

• DC and Luke will again be heavily involved 

• Will finalise our 2017 review process once the player reviews have been completed

2017 Warringah Rats Colts: The 2017 season for the Colts started pre-season in November 2016 with a new 

coaching group comprising of Matt Crawford, Greg Lee, Tom Impey, Greg Marr, Scott Gourlay, & Simon K, with 

assistance from Clive Nettleton and an enthusiastic core of new and old players returning from 2016. Andy Kemp duly 

accepted the nomination of  Colts Manager, scorer, linesman and ‘sideline acrobat’ for all 3 teams with Ed Doyle in 

charge of skills-extras. Ben Bidencope in charge of S&C with Jules Harrison looking after rehab and physio. 

Colts had not played finals footy for several years and the coaching & playing group set an early goal to reach finals 

across all 3 grades. Early numbers of 40-50 players were encouraging with a number of new and old faces turning up 

before the first pre-season trials. The pre-season trip to Armidale with 3 wins from 3 games was a highlight, being able to

experience fantastic country hospitality and a new appreciation for that ‘other’ winter sport ‘boat racing’. Rumour has it 

Wes Thomas has been looking at property in the Armidale area and now favours RM Williams as his first choice 

footwear. Last minute wins against Eastwood by 2nd and 1st grade Colts, two wins over arch rivals Manly by 1st Grade 

including a 51-12 drubbing to retain the George Smith Cup for the 2nd year running and the unique and special bonding 

between Jackson Maish and Simon K on the infamous return bus trip from Forshaw Park were other season highlights. 



Interruptions were frequent due to short/long term injury to key players, overseas trips, music festivals, sicknesses, 

AWOL’s and representative duties. Special mention to Greg and Tom for having the most difficult role as 2nds coaches – 

stuck between the 1sts self proclaimed playing legends (just ask most of them) and the thirsty thirds, having to deal with 

late selection changes, fresh reserves and regular player changes instigated largely by the 1’s coaches. Congrats are 

due to Colts 1’s who left it until round 18 with a great win over Norths to confirm a first finals appearance in a number of 

years and to Colts 3’s for making the finals as early as round 16. Colts 1’s finished 6th, 2’s finished 8th and 3rds finished 

5th, ~72 different players played Colts rugby this season, roughly 20 ended up either injured, MIA or needing permanent 

counselling after returning on the bus from Forshaw Park. All Colts teams played some magnificent rugby in 2017 and 

the club can be confident the legacy the departing 2017 Colts players leave behind gives the next group of players every 

opportunity to go one better in 2018.   

Special thanks to Condo, Luke Holmes and Darren Coleman for their support during the season. 

Colts Report contiuned 



Erin Morton

Rattettes Report

Season 2017 was a triumph on and off the field for the Rattettes. We started the season with the large majority of 2016 

players lacing up the boots for another year and added some quality new players that contributed to the teams results and 

culture in a very positive way. Our performances built as the season progressed and going into the finals there was a quiet 

confidence within the team. We knew that to lift the cup for the first time since 2013 we would have to get past Parramatta in 

the semi-final and then beat an undefeated Sydney Uni in the Grand Final. The ladies put together the full performance 

against a physical Parramatta team and went through to the Grand Final with a big 34 - 7 win. Grand Final week was as 

stressful and enjoyable as ever. The team prepared well and most importantly got their heads in the right space to give the 

GF a big shake. And shake it they did…! The Ratties arrived at Boronia Park ready to rock and played out of their skins, 

handing the students their first defeat of the season 21 – 17. 

The 3 weeks after the GF win were full of merriment and Rat love 

(some days a little too much merriment…) It is a testament to the 

inclusiveness of the club and of the support the ladies receive to see 

over 30 Rattettes (current and retired) on the hill at North Sydney 

Oval yelling themselves hoarse for 3rd and 1st grade in their 

respective Grand Finals. Like all that have worn the Green and White

we struggled through some highs and lows this year. But what gets 

us through the lows is the knowledge that we are a part of the 

Warringah Family and that intangible prize is worth more than all the 

Grand Final trophies in the world! And as that hill on Grand Final day 

displayed, the friendships you make playing this great game for this 

outstanding club last a lifetime. Thank you to everyone who 

contributed to a great year, let’s do it again in 2018! 



Sue Barry Cotter - Juniors President

Juniors Report

Junior rugby is alive and well in Warringah.   

Numbers have not changed too much which is promising but there is always room for improvement. There has been an 

increase in girls playing rugby – which is very encouraging.  The increase in girls playing is the result of hard work by a 

one or 2 people at each of the village clubs with support, always willingly given by the Rattettes.   

The momentum started with the girls 7s gala day earlier this season which the Rattettes attended, helping with coaching,

refereeing, redoing the draw and virtually running the whole day. There are 45 minis teams being under 6s to 9s across 

the 6 Warringah village clubs of Collaroy, Dee Why, Narrabeen, Newport, Pittwater and Wakehurst. The minis 

competition with Warringah and Manly is, accordingly to SJRU, the best run minis competition in the Sydney area 

something we should be proud of.  To see the joy on the faces of these young players as they score a try (even if it is 

over the sideline, and not the try line) reminds you of why we are all involved in rugby. 

There are also 45 junior teams in older age groups of 10s to 18s across the 6 village clubs. The junior representative 

teams played earlier this season and the majority of age groups improved on last years performance. Plans are already 

being made for next season with pre-season training and the aim for further improvement in 2018. The link between the 

Rats and the junior clubs is continuing to grow each year.  Support with coaching and rugby clinics grows junior rugby 

within our district.   

When attending the Rats home games there are always kids running around in their village colours enjoying the 

wonderful atmosphere created at the Rats home games. Junior rugby, like all sports, is run entirely by volunteers. From 

the committees at each of the village clubs to the coaches and managers of each of the 90 teams that we have within 

Warringah, to those who run the canteens at each of the clubs.  That is a lot of people giving up their time for junior 

rugby. Junior rugby would not be what is today without the assistance from all those people. Junior rugby is set to grow 

more following the wonderful success of the Rats this year, not just the 3 grand final wins by the Rattettes, 3rd grade and

1st grade but also the achievements of each of the other teams and the club as a whole.   

Bring on 2018! 



Brendan Paddison - FOW Treasurer

Friends Of Warringah

The Friends of Warringah (“FOW”) was reformed in mid-2010. As of October 2017, we have close to 50 contributors (the 

names of each of the FOW contributors can be found on the Rats website – www.warringahrugby.com.au) and in the last 

seven years we have raised close to $300,000. 

What has your FOW membership contributed to in 2017? 

The major expenditure for 2017 has been as follows: 

- Financial contribution to establish the new Rats Academy for junior players between the ages of 14 to 18 years over the 

2016/17 Summer; 

- Upgraded a couple pieces of gym equipment and purchased some training gear for the Club; 

- Made a financial contribution to our two Wallaroo representatives, Emily Robinson and Evelyn Horomia to assist them in 

representing Australia at the 2017 World Cup in Ireland; 

- Table sponsor for the Women of Warringah charity lunch; 

- Contributed to the cost of upgrading the WRC website; 

- Funded the Rats History DVD Project (see below); and 

- Financial assistance to relocate some of the interstate and overseas players. 

Rats History DVD Project 

In December 2016, the FOW commenced a major project on behalf of the Club. 

The broad overview of the project is to produce a 45 to 60 minute DVD that records the first 50 or so years of the Club's 

history. With the assistance of a father and son film crew, Lindsay and Jesse Frazer, we have undertaken over 40 individual

interviews with various Rats past players and officials. The FOW thought it was important that the Club records it’s history 

and the Club’s establishment is documented. This is a major project the FOW has undertaken on behalf of the Rats and the

premiere of the DVD will be announced sometime in the next few months. Watch this space!!! 

Rats Grand Final Assault  DVD 

Friends of Warringah have produced an outstanding memoir capturing the lead up to and the day of the Shute Shield 

Grand Final 2017. It’s a stunning compilation of well documented events, emotions, recollections and memories that gives a

behind-the-scenes view of what will go down in history as one of Rats’ most remarkable days. 

A perfect Christmas gift and must-have memento for the ultimate Rats fan! 

On-sale now at www.warringahrugby.com.au/purchase-gear/



Warringah Rugby Club 

WRC Events 



www.warringahrugby.com.au/members-information/

2018 Rats Membership

Becoming a member at Warringah Rugby Club gives you plenty of

benefits. Don’t miss the opportunity to get your home day pass for the

season, parking privileges, Rats paraphernalia and exclusive invites to

networking opportunities and events. 

2018 Memberships 

Platinum Membership: $200.00 – WRC voting rights, allocated seat at all

2018 WRC home games, WRC season pass, WRC lanyard, WRC keyring,

WRC hat and parking at all WRC home games. 

Premium Membership: $165.00 – WRC voting rights, WRC season pass,

WRC lanyard, WRC keyring, WRC hat and parking at all WRC home

games. 

Hillbillies Membership: $150.00 – WRC voting rights, Hillbillies season

pass, WRC lanyard, Hillbillies Flanno, Hillbillies hat, exclusive sitting area

on Rat Hill. 

Associate Membership: $65.00 – WRC voting rights, WRC Associate

pass, WRC lanyard, discounted entry to games. 

3 Game Pass: $50.00 – WRC 3 game pass, WRC lanyard. 

GO THE RATS  
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WRC Girls Playing Records


